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Difficult Stinging Insect Immunization

- TM Freeman
- KS Tille, AL Parker

- Edited by Bob Lanier MD
  - University of North Texas
The patient is a 25-year-old woman with a prior history of allergic asthma.

She has had at least five episodes of anaphylaxis (involving immediate onset urticaria, globus, rhinitis, asthma) while living in the United States.

She reports for allergy evaluation and has skin test positivity to pollens, dog, dust mite, and fire ant. The fire in sensitivity is positive at 1:20,000 ID wheal/flare 5/30

A decision was made to initiate allergy immunotherapy with whole body extract against fire ants.

The course was a stormy one.
Choices in complicated insect immunotherapy

- Discontinue her immunotherapy
- Obtain a baseline serum tryptase
- Reduce the dose of IFA/WBE
- Reduce the dose of AIT
- Initiate a pre-treatment regimen
Here we go....

- 20 minutes after the dose of allergy immunotherapy 0.25 ml (1:1000 volumes/volume) and WBE of .25 ml (1:200,000 weight/volume) to develop significant symptoms including ocular pruritus and injection, urticaria, globus, and drop in pulmonary function of 12% FEV1.
- WAO severity grade 3
- she had an immediate response to epinephrine, all symptoms were resolved within an hour.

- So what would you do now?
That's possible– Sometimes prudent

• However, when living in endemic area exposure is virtually certain. Each patient and the doctor will ascertain the risk of continuing, but education and early management of any anaphylaxis is absolutely crucial. In addition because of the rapid onset of this problem, a convenient source of epinephrine should be kept with this patient at all times.

• Most allergist will keep on trying:
• **Choices in complicated insect immunotherapy**
Tryptase in insect sensitivity

You should absolutely get tryptase level


- **OBJECTIVE:** Our aim was to evaluate the association of baseline serum tryptase concentrations and other variables routinely recorded during patient evaluation with the frequency of past severe anaphylaxis after a field sting.

- **METHODS:** In this observational multicenter study, we enrolled 962 patients with established bee or vespid venom allergy who had a systemic reaction after a field sting. Data were collected on tryptase concentration, age, sex, culprit insect, cardiovascular medication, and the number of preceding minor systemic reactions before the index field sting. A severe reaction was defined as anaphylactic shock, loss of consciousness, or cardiopulmonary arrest. The index sting was defined as the hitherto first, most severe systemic field-sting reaction. Relative rates were calculated with generalized additive models.

- **RESULTS:** Two hundred six (21.4%) patients had a severe anaphylactic reaction after a field sting. The frequency of this event increased significantly with higher tryptase concentrations (nonlinear association). Other factors significantly associated with severe reactions after a field sting were vespid venom allergy, older age, male sex, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor medication, and 1 or more preceding field stings with a less severe systemic reaction.

- **CONCLUSION:** In patients with honeybee or vespid venom allergy, baseline serum tryptase concentrations are associated with the risk for severe anaphylactic reactions. Preventive measures should include substitution of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors

Her tryptase level 4ng/l (normal)  IgE 69kU/l
You could do that

- But it might take a long time to reach dose that's capable of inducing protection.
- What about pre-treatment?
  - Venom-specific immunotherapy (VIT) is considered for the treatment of patients with IgE-mediated systemic allergic reactions (SARs) after developing a Hymenoptera venom allergy. Tolerance is achieved in a majority of patients after only a few days or even hours of rush immunotherapy. After VIT discontinuation, the allergy returns in up to 15% of patients. During VIT, the majority of patients have local reactions at the site of venom injections. SARs to VIT are much more frequent in honeybee-treated patients than in wasp-treated patients. Increased baseline serum tryptase and increased allergen-specific sensitivity of basophils are other factors that might be associated with systemic reactions (SRs) during VIT. Severe SRs occur mainly during the build-up phase but can also occur in the maintenance phase of the VIT, even in patients with a well-tolerated dose-increase phase. Pre-treatment with humanized anti-IgE antibodies (omalizumab) is effective in patients with repeated SARs; however, this use of omalizumab is off-label. In highly exposed patients with a history of very severe reactions, there are virtually no absolute contraindications for VIT.
Okay, we pretreat with Omalizumab

- Omalizumab is used 150 mg SQ monthly for two months. We know the free IgE drops very quickly.
- **However,**
- 30 minutes after .15 ml WBE 1:2,000,000 weight/volume, she developed ocular pruritus, rhinorrhea, chest tightness, tingling, and a 9% drop in pulmonary functions
- WHO grade 2
- immediate response to epinephrine, symptoms gone within an hour
You have a very sensitive patient be careful

- This patient was admitted to the ICU.
- 3 day Pre medications
- included cetirizine 10 mg twice a day, ranitidine 150 mg TID
- prednisone 30 mg Q d
- What are the chances of an easy course?
  - 75%
  - 10%
Careful, careful

- Day one – ocular pruritus and injection after 1: 200,000 weight/volume responded to antihistamines

- Day 2 – ocular antihistamine drops added prior to injection

- Subjective symptoms of ocular and pharyngeal pruritus, nasal congestion and sinus pressure self resolved
- Reached 0.3 ML of 1 to 200 weight by volume
- maintenance dose given two weeks later

- but there's more to the story.....
She became pregnant later

- Omalizumab—pregnancy category B — WBE IT continued throughout pregnancy.
- Delivered healthy male term
- no reactions to IFA after 15 months of therapy
- Read the whole story here

[Imported fire ant rush desensitization using omalizumab and a premedication regimen. Tille KS, Parker AL. Ann Allergy Asthma Immunol. 2014 Nov;113(5):574-6]
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